
Source Date Reader Rate Title
Amazon 02/02/2018 AZZ 5 Burning desire ....

GoodReads 26/01/2017 Tammie Strickland-Lancaster 5

Title: Haven Retreat



Amazon 07/06/2016

katherine l

5 Five Stars

Amazon 10/09/2016 Nean 5 With her point being 
made Dana took 
control for a short time 
until Jason took control 
back leaving both of 
them extremely 
satisfied!

Amazon 07/06/2016 katherine l. 5 Five Stars
GoodReads 23/11/2015 Chary Lambsden 5



Amazon 21/10/2015 Cathy Knuth 5 HE PUT THE "TREAT" IN 
HAVEN RETREAT!

GoodReads 11/10/2015 Julie 5

Amazon 04/10/2015 Cheryl Riddell 5 Eroticism at it's best

Amazon 08/09/2015 April 5 Another wonderful and 
steamy read

GoodReads 16/05/2015 M.L. Smith 5
GoodReads 09/12/2014 Deanna 5



Amazon 19/11/2014 Melissa Feist 4 Cole Browning invaded 
my dreams.

GoodReads 10/11/2014 Shannon 5
Amazon 27/09/2014 JMC 5 Pure erotica!!

GoodReads 10/09/2014 Mary Forster 5

Amazon 10/09/2014 Mary Forster 5 HOT READ



GoodReads 20/08/2014 Flavs is Mrs David Gandy♥~♥’ 5



Amazon 22/05/2014 Wanda Phillips-Smith 5 A Rollercoaster of 
Ecstacy



Amazon 17/01/2014 M. Hand 5 What a Read!

Amazon 12/11/2013 Love to read 5 My next holiday retreat



Amazon 11/10/2013 Taylor Fulks 5 Even better than the 
first time...

Amazon 30/09/2013 Annette 5 Sizzling

Amazon 18/09/2013 Minx78 5 In for a treat!

Amazon 16/08/2013 Funkycurves 5 Wow!!



Review
The best things in life are free ...

I really enjoyed this book 📖 I mean, REALLY enjoyed it. In places it made me 
hold my breath; the tenderness, the love and romance that is within the 
depths of the story, the connection of the characters as partners and lovers 
was emotional.

Who knew that something so simple, as time spent together would ignite a 
fire 🔥 that would burn so bright. At the start, I was unsure about the 
female character, a little pushy and dominant that created some distance 
but the later chapters put all fears aside.

The chapter “Burlesque Heaven” brought the couple to a level we can but 
dream of. Cole Browning so expertly created a retreat that I for one would 
dream of. I loved the pace of the story and how it developed. A wonderful 
read that simply must be savoured, just as if a fine wine.

Follow Dana and Jason on their holiday to Haven Retreat. This read is 
the hottest I have read to date from Mr. Browning. It truly needs a 
warning label. And you will need a cold shower or two while reading.



LOVE IT WELL WRITTEN EXCITTING

A thoroughly enjoyable read, a holiday that everyone hopes to have where 
their dreams become reality. Turning their erotic dreams into reality Jason 
and Dana have a holiday that they soon won't forget. Cole Browning has a 
way with words and I can't wait to read his next book.
Jason and Dana arrive at their destination for their two week get away 
called Haven Retreat. Although Jason is keen to start their romantic holiday, 
he is reminded to unpack the car.
After having a look around while Jason is occupied Dana decided to change 
into something sexy yet simple to get her point across. With her point being 
made Dana took control for a short time until Jason took control back 
leaving both of them extremely satisfied with multiple orgasms.
Their holiday continues with lots of erotic steamy sex both in reality and in 
their dreams with both wishing some of the dreams become reality. Some 
of which they do turn into reality.

LOVE IT WELL WRITTEN EXCITTING



WOW I was so surprised by this book! I purchased it a while ago and I took 
my time to savor it. The flow of the book was melodic it just flowed. The 
two main characters were a couple that went on a vacation to Haven 
Retreat, and let me say the TREAT in retreat was just that. This couple were 
just going through life as many couples do and don't stop and appreciate 
each other. There were so many different aspects of this story that lead to 
almost a paranormal read with the dream sequences and what had 
happened in them. It is not fast past read, this is one that a person should 
take their time and take notes LOL! The erotic scenes were outstanding and 
well written. I only had one issue and that is the language between the US 
and the UK I had to remember that the author is from another country and 
used proper English which was not a big deal really. I recommend this book 
for everyone that loves a hot, steamy erotic well written book. Well Done 
Mr. Browning!

I Loved this book!!!! I want to go on a holiday like this couple experienced. It 
was definitely a HOT read that will get your juices flowing. I'm now a BIG fan 
of Cole Browning.. I look forward to reading more of his books. 

I love Cole Browning books, he has such a flair for writing which leaves you 
breathless. What words can I use to describe this book? Lustful, erotic, 
adventurous, sensual. I would love for a retreat like this I don't think I would 
ever leave. Well done Cole another winner with 'Haven Retreat' What 
adventure you are taken on and what dreams invade your sleep, this is an 
erotic journey like no other and only the likes of Cole Browning can 
accomplish such a task. Brilliant book well worth the adventure

Another wonderful and steamy read! This is a beautiful story that will also 
have your toes curling and Kindle melting!

Loved this book! It was hot and held my attention through out.



Haven Retreat has a unique cadence that pulls you into Jason and Dana's 
sexual holiday. The sensual rhythm reads like poetry, allowing the reader to 
experience their sexual climb and very clever role play. I found myself 
highlighting scenarios to share with my husband. This isn't a dramatic in 
your face erotic story, it's paced and makes you pay attention to the way 
the characters speak to each other, themselves and possibly other worldly 
spirits.

This erotic tale is based around Dana and Jason and the strange and 
mystical goings on at Haven Retreat. The couple experience sexual exploits 
in their dreams and find experimental pleasure with each other.

I can honestly say that this book could turn a marriage around, It's written in 
such detail it may cause a few hot flushes!!

I would definitely recommend this book to anyone, especially if you enjoy 
erotica at it's best...

HOT READ

From the beginning to end you won't be disappointed. Couple is on holiday 
and while they are staying at the retreat they experience all kinds of 
pleasure. This book will have you hot and wet. Another great read by this 
author. 
From the beginning to end you won't be disappointed. Couple is on holiday 
and while they are staying at the retreat they experience all kinds of 
pleasure. This book will have you hot and wet. Another great read by this 
author.



I received this book from a very generous author who saw that I was 
struggling to get a copy of his books.

So when I finished reading it, I told him that I do not have the exact words 
to describe this book! So I will try to explain myself:

Haven Retreat is a very sensual and erotic book and this was how I felt while 
reading it:

<PICTURES>

So I hope you get the picture from my pictures... It was just a very sensual 
journey for me! It was like you were right there with Dana and Jason on 
their sensual journey with each other!

So if you in the mood for a well written erotica book about a this couples 
romantic holiday at Haven Retreat then READ THIS BOOK NOW!!! And 
hopefully my pictures have persuaded you to do it anyway!

Thank you Cole Browning for taking me on this journey!



Haven Retreat is the second book I have read by Cole Browning. Pleasure 
World introduced me into the world of erotica reading and proved to be far 
above my expectations. Haven Retreat is much more "stimulating" read 
than what I had prepared as well. The story engulfed my thoughts, images 
of the scenes so vividly in my mind I thought I was part of the story! I could 
feel Dana's desires, her temptations for new things with Jason. Each time I 
thought it couldn't get any hotter, I was slammed by the descriptions of love 
making to depths unimaginable to anyone other than myself! I took the 
course of a few sit downs to complete Haven Retreat, but it was by choice. 
After the ending, I took a couple days to think about how to review it, how 
to express enough about it to encourage those reading the review to react 
fast to enjoy it.

I loved how Dana allowed her wants, needs & desires to lead her into the 
realms of sexual pleasure most woman may push aside. Equally, Jason was 
filled with the same raw desires in his mind yet it was Haven Retreat which 
fully opened up both their minds to the endless possibilities of love making! 
In my mind, I kept waiting for a stranger of sorts, or an apparition perhaps, 
to become known (must read to understand this),but it was simply raw 
magnetic passion placed within the lines of a story I hope everyone takes 
time to enjoy! Therefore in ending, if I could rate it higher than five stars, I 
would. If you're looking for the HOT read to entertain your thoughts, you 
have now found it in Haven Retreat!



Haven Retreat revolves around a romantic holiday for two, Dana and Jason. 
Throughout the book, the characters explore each other and themselves, 
making for quite the interesting read. The adventure never stops, even with 
the poor weather conditions that consume much of their short vacation. 
Not only will you find adventure and passion, but there's also a nice 
element of mystery. The author does a fantastic job of making each scene 
visual, bringing this erotic tale to life. And erotic it is! This book is full of 
words and images and situations that will make you blush from head to toe. 
If you are looking for an escape that will make your toes curl, this is it.

Haven Retreat is a very sensual and erotic book that has an underlying tone 
of something strange at work behind the scenes of this mysterious holiday 
retreat

It results in the two main characters Jason and Dana having sexual 
discoveries above and beyond their own previous some what tame 
encounters.

A very hot read that leaves you feeling that there may be further 
adventures to be had at this location in future!

5 stars once more Mr Brown.

Kept me hot under the collar throughout this very eloquent piece of erotic 
writing.



This is the second book I have read by this author, the first being "Pleasure 
World." I enjoyed the first read very much, but this book has set the author 
into the realm of great writing.

The scenes are vivid, with the majesty and beauty of the Highlands, and the 
characters are likeable and strong. I really like that Dana is a woman that 
knows what she wants, and isnt afraid to ask for it. Like his first book, I 
enjoy a great story to go along with the "hot and steamy." This author does 
not disappoint. I read this story in one sitting, and found myself dreading 
the story coming to an end.

Bravo!

Cole is the master - great story, well written & with scorching action for 
every taste. A warning though - don't read in public!
Once again, Cole Browning, has captured us with his imagination. When a 
young couple enters the 'Haven' for their holiday they had no idea just how 
much of a treat they were both in for. Filled with plenty erotic scenes, this 
read will have you aching for more. After reading 'Haven Retreat' you'll be 
ready to visit the place for yourself! Fantastic work Cole, can't wait to read 
more. :-) x
I could not put it down, the characters are so very real,and I can put myself 
in Dana's place. This erotic and sensual novel hits everything you need to 
relax and enjoy your own private retreat. This is by far Coles best novel to 
date,it could have been written for me. I'd give it more than 5 stars if I 
could. Bravo Mr Browning!


